Thank you for your interest in working together with Costa Brava Vibes and its
associated partners. Before we start working together you should read the Guidelines
and Disclaimer.
Payment.
For making content (to be exclusively used on the Costa Brava Vibes platform) I don't
charge any money. But it’s possible for you to support the platform by making a donation.
For promoting your business I need you to give me permission to join your activities
and/or use your products without any charge. This includes tickets, food, drinks or any
other fees you would normally charge. The permission maintains its ongoing value during
our collaboration until one of the parties decides to end it. In many cases I'll come back
several times to make additional photos or video recordings that will be used as content
on the Platform Costa Brava Vibes.
Access and Time.
When filming, permission is required to go everywhere, to get the best results possible.
This could be considered as all area access. During the recordings I might need to set up
cameras in difficult places to get those awesome action shots that make the video stand
out. Setting up cameras can take some time in which case you may have to pause the
activity.
Longer video shoots (food & drinks).
Shooting video often takes more time and could easily double or triple the length of an
activity. If shoots take longer than three hours, I expect that the business takes care of a
(good and healthy) lunch or dinner. During every shoot there must be water/ drinks
available for the crewmembers.
Expenses made for the shoot.
All necessary expenses for the shoots like costs of travelling to a location, food/ drinks
(during travel), clothing (Necessary for the activity), accommodation (if overnight stay is
essential or distance to recording location is beyond 150km), will be payed by the inviting
entrepreneur. You’ll receive an estimation of costs made before the shooting day that
you have to agree on.
Damages during shoot.
During the shoot it’s of the most importance that all members accompanying the Costa
Brava Vibes Crew and all its equipment is safe and free of the risk of getting hurt or
damaged. All cases of damages or injuries, caused by or during the recording day, will
be fully refunded by the inviting party.
Ownership of the content.
All videos and photos made, will be fully owned and protected by Costa Brava Vibes.
And can be used by Costa Brava Vibes and its partners. The inviting party has no say
over the content or when it will be placed online.
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Sharing content.
Sharing is allowed by using the sharing options that are available on the social media
platform that it has been published on or by using the Url link. It is in no way allowed to
copy, download, edit or use the content in any way without written permission of the
rightful owner (Costa Brava Vibes).
Changes in guidelines.
I'm always entitled to change these guidelines, if these guidelines are not appropriate for
the occasion.
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